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Special Opportunity for Readers of Real Estate Prospecting Made Easy

The Most Incredible FREE Gift Ever
($500+ Worth of Pure Real Estate Internet Marketing Websites and Tools)
Ryan Hartman & Josh Schoenly are offering an incredible opportunity for you to see WHY
ReTechulous.com has over 13,500 real estate agent fans and are known as the “Go-To Guys “ for
real estate entrepreneurs seeking more leads than you can imagine for FAST and Dramatic
Growth and greater Control, Independence, and Security with affordable tools and resources.
Ryan & Josh want to give you over $500 worth of pure Lead Generation information including a
FREE month as an ‘Elite’ Lead Generation League member, if there is not a waiting list:

Your Trial Includes an Initial Complimentary Setup Service
•

•
•

Set Up of Your “Awesome Real Estate Website” with Built in Blog, Video
Gallery, Facebook Fan Page Integration, Social Media Widgets, Contact Page,
Property Search Functionality, Unlimited Design Customization Options and
more…(much much more.)
Creation of Your First Facebook Fan Page using one of our “Like Capture”
templates.
Launch of your “Capture Engine” with 25 Real Estate Squeeze pages you can
start using right away to drive leads to your business

Membership Also Includes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weekly LIVE Strategy Sessions + Access To The Archives
Friendly, Fast Real Estate Lead Generation Tech Support via ReTechsupport.Com
The “Buyer Leads By Tonight” Craigslist Marketing System
The “Real Estate Vlogger” Video Marketing System with included “AutoVLOG”
“Property Buzzer” Property Promotion & Squeeze Page Platform
“Google Business Listings Secrets”
PDF Uploader App & Hosting
Ad Image Generator App & Image Hosting
“Retech 101″ Basic Productivity and Social Media Tutorials
Bonus 150+ “Web Marketing Basics” Video Trainings
And more… everything you need to give your Real Estate Marketing & Lead
Generation Efforts a Kick Start…

You can easily cancel your trial with 1-Click by visiting our cancel page in the members
area anytime. And you won’t pay 1 Dime if you cancel before your 15 day trial period
ends. (Our attitude is this: If our stuff works for you, then great! If not, no hard feelings,
and we don’t want to make it hard for you to cancel and move on…)
If you’re willing to:
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ü Yes, I am willing to spend at least 2 hours a week on generating Leads for My
Business.
ü Yes, I understand that I can drastically increase the quality of my business by
growing and incubating a database.
ü I understand that I can cancel my trial anytime in the first 15 days, pay nothing,
and keep what you set up for me.

Start Membership Application Now
Here’s what other members have said:

Start Membership Application Now
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Introduction - Why you need to use social media
Are you using social media to drive traffic to your website and increase sales?
Or are you still sitting in the skeptics camp not certain that social media is
anything other than a waste of time?
If you are not using social media to promote your services you are missing out on
one of the hottest marketing trends in years. And in doing so, your competition is
very likely capturing sales that could be yours.
In the Internet world where there is so much competition, finding that traffic and
getting the necessary exposure for your website can be difficult. Don’t get
discouraged.
First, the Internet is HUGE! Second, you can gain the upper hand by using
social media to increase your web exposure and draw in new customers again

Social media is opening doors for real estate agents and brokers worldwide.
Through social media you can:
ü Formulate referral relationships with someone you otherwise would have
never connected with.
ü Interact with customers and clients in real time offering support and
guidance.
ü Interact with people who are interested in your services and in you.
ü Drive massive amounts of traffic to your website, squeeze page and brick
and mortar office and listings.
And, if all that isn't enough to convince you to incorporate social media into your
strategic marketing efforts, the costs of social media most likely will. Aside from
your time to network and connect with friends, followers and connections, nearly
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and again.
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all social
cial media tools and applications are free. Affordable and powerful strategic
marketing…NICE, huh? Ready to get started?
Who Is Using Social Media?
Simply put - everyone! Young, old, retired, working, professionals, laborers and
even pets are using social media. Even the Dali Lama is on Twitter! Celebrities
and average Joe's alike are using social media to connect, build relationships
and ultimately to profit in one form or another.
Social media, in many ways, is replacing traditional advertising
advertising. How often
recently have you seen a commercial that said
said, "Visit
isit our Facebook Fan page at
www....."? Social media is coming into our homes, our computers, televisions

Source: http://catiefarrow.wordpress.com/2009/09/24/socia
http://catiefarrow.wordpress.com/2009/09/24/social-media-whres/
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and mainstream lives.
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Overcoming Obstacles - I don’t have time for all those sites
Different Forms of Social Media
There are hundreds of social media groups we, real estate professionals, can
join. Some are small and niche
niche-specific
specific (Active Rain) while others are much
broader in scope and have millions of users. Sites such as Twitter, LinkedIn, and
Facebook fall into the broad category. If you use a combination of these different
venues, spreading the
he word about your business can be done very quickly.
We’re going to discuss 3 of the most popular social networking/media sites a little
more in-depth
depth in this report. Before we get started, remember this:

You just never know what opportunities might arise just from talking to new
people in your network – even if they are half way across the world from you!
So, let’s get started with a list of the pros and cons of each of the more popular
social
ocial networking sites today – Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn!

Twitter
Twitter is one of the most popular social
networking/media sites on the Internet right
now. Almost everyone…yes, I mean everyone,
including celebrities, local and national news channels, radio stations, Internet
marketers and common, everyday folk, have all jumped on the Twitter
bandwagon. And, chances are, if they haven’t yet - they will be soon!
So, what makes Twitter such a great tool for making connections for your
business? Here are just a few reasons Twitter is the perfect platform for social
networking:
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Don’t underestimate the power of your online relationships.
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Why Twitter May Be Just What You Are Looking For
1. Your target market is on Twitter.
As we talked about above, Twitter is an ever growing community of sorts.
This means the chances are very high that someone in your target market is
on Twitter. Actually many, many members of your market are active on
Twitter. Use this to your advantage and get yourself in front of them.
2. The site itself is growing by leaps and bounds daily.
With everyone and their brother joining Twitter, its reach is constantly
growing. What this means for you is that you have a larger audience (that’s
growing constantly) that you might not have been able to reach with other

3. You can showcase your expertise quickly and easily to tons of people in
that market.
Because Twitter is limited to 140 characters, you don’t have much space to
get wordy about the topic you’re tweeting about. This forces you to get to the
point. No long winded explanations necessary. Twitter streams move quickly
so if you want to get noticed, you need to come up with a way to catch the
attention of your followers quickly.
4. Target market research is super easy with Twitter’s search function.
Now you don’t have to work so hard to find out EXACTLY what your target
market needs. Creating surveys of your current customers and leads is a
great way to learn these things, but let’s face it you don’t always get the
results you were hoping for.
The reason you don’t get what you need from surveys can be plenty, but the
main one is because many of your customers don’t have time. They never take
the time to reply or give you feedback – no matter how you ask for it. With
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forms of media or networking.
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Twitter’s search function, you can easily see what your market is talking about
and create products or services that give them what they want.
When using Twitter, the character limit is 140. 120 is the new 140! That way
you’ve left room for others to retweet and that’s the name of the game on Twitter.
When promoting a listing you could use a familiar quote such as “A Picture
Paints a Thousand Words……” to engage followers. Be sure the tweet links to a
remarkable photograph and not just the front door of a home when using a tweet
like this.
Those are just a few of the reasons Twitter is perfect for business networking.

Facebook

worldwide. It is the largest of the three social
media platforms and has the most versatility.
Facebook offers the option to have a very personal page (for friends and family
only) as well as a business networking and branding site.
Commonly referred to as "the great distraction", Facebook has some very
powerful features to help you connect with your target audience and increase
your bottom line. Here are just a few.
Pros of Using Facebook as a Marketing Tool
1. Personal Page versus Fan Page
One of Facebook's features that set it apart from both Twitter and LinkedIn is
the user's ability to have a profile that is strictly for friends and family versus a
place to network and build business relationships. One doesn't always
exclude the others but sometimes your sorority sisters or fraternity brothers
may simply want to connect with you on a more personal level than potential
joint-venture partners.
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Facebook has more than 350 million users
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